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Ben Foskett by Christopher Austin
When writing about composers of Ben
Foskett’s generation the temptation is
often to look for what they might have
in common with each other or what
their antecedents in other music might
be. Inasmuch as Foskett’s formative
path might suggest an easily grasped
trajectory (studies at the Royal College
and then the Royal Academy of Music
with Edwin Roxburgh and Simon
Bainbridge, performances from the
London Sinfonietta, the BBC
Symphony Orchestra and so on) the
truth is rather different.
The pieces on this disc deftly
summarise ten years or so of creative
development, but much of what has
contributed towards Foskett’s
independent stance as an artist is
missing, namely, a significant
involvement with music for dance on a
large scale (including an
idiosyncratically tonal score for the
London Children’s Ballet), work as an
orchestrator of music for film and
television, and perhaps most
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significant of all, going to live in
France. As well as leading to him
writing several scores for theatre, this
geographic relocation has in part
enabled Foskett to view certain models
for music that sprang from his training
– and heard most clearly in the Five
Night Pieces for piano – with a critical
distance. As such, his mature music
eschews the (self-conscious?) neatness
of much new music, preferring to let
the iron control of his technique
(much of it based on notions of
passacaglia and isorhythm) underpin
an approach of real, not just apparent,
fantasy.
The oldest music on this disc, Five
Night Pieces were written for Sarah
Nicolls and first heard at the London
Sinfonietta’s State of the Nation
weekend in 2002. Two principal
moods dominate the music – brooding,
pulseless processionals of chords and
a toccata-like splintering of notes to
sometimes violent extremes. The third
movement integrates both these

aspects. The work is wholly
representative of Foskett’s music
around the time he was completing his
studies – textures that tend towards
either monody or two ‘real’ parts at the
most, and tightly knotted harmony,
with chords that seem to resonate
‘inwards’ rather than ‘outwards’, even
when the tessitura of the writing might
in itself be widely spaced.
Hornet II, written for Mark van de Wiel
while Foskett was a part of the London
Sinfonietta’s Blue Touch Paper
scheme, pits a solo clarinet against an
ensemble of five winds and four brass
which almost exclusively operate as a
single unit. As such, the piece is a
two-part invention in which the
ensemble part derives its character of
agitated or fiercely sustained
homophony from the wildly flamboyant
solo part. The work is in two
movements (making it another kind of
two-part invention) in which the
second explores the music of the first
from a new standpoint. It should come
as no surprise that the piece as a
whole is based on an entirely
independent work for clarinet alone
called Hornet (a piece first heard

under the auspices of the Park Lane
Group). The work that Foskett
eventually produced as his Blue Touch
Paper commission was his Violin
Concerto for Clio Gould, in which the
dramatic proposition of the
accompanying ensemble as a single
unit, shadowing the soloist, is taken in
a wholly lyrical direction that would
reach its full potential in Foskett’s
commission for the 2009 BBC Proms,
From Trumpet, a work first performed
by the BBC Symphony Orchestra,
conducted by Susanna Mälkki.
From Trumpet refers to Foskett’s
musical beginnings as a trumpeter and
how, in a sense, his life as a composer
emerged from that primary experience
of music. The deadpan quality of the
title belies the work’s seriousness of
expression and the new range of
feeling that seemed to open up for
Foskett in writing it. Crucially, there is
a literal opening up of Foskett’s
harmonic world, with chords now
having more physical space around the
notes (in contrast with the Night
Pieces or Hornet II), giving the music
a liberated sense of height and depth
in sound.
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From Trumpet is still typical of what
has gone before, not only in the clear
articulation of organically connected
line and harmony but also in the
fascination with tightly controlled
rhythm. Indeed, Foskett describes how
the piece ‘took on a life of its own when
I decided to use only one rhythmical
cell to construct all the music. This cell
is stretched, compressed and combined
with itself to build up an underlying
structure and backbone, whilst acting
as the basis for simple melodic motifs
which signpost the direction and form
of the rhythmical structure beneath.’
Led for the most part by the flowering
of harmony and a truly singing melodic
voice, the work eventually distils to its
harmonic and rhythmic essence,
circling and circling in search of an
ending that is emphatic only in its
inconclusiveness.
On From Four was commissioned by
Psappha through a donation from Lord
Salisbury to commemorate the 400th
anniversary of Hatfield House, and very
much builds on the self-discoveries of
From Trumpet. Scored for a broken
consort of two winds, cimbalom (with
percussion) and three strings, the
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elegiac beginning of the work seems to
evoke a plausibly Elizabethan
melancholy and indeed the poetic
impulse of the title relates to the four
centuries of history, of lives lived, that
the house embodies. Repeated bursts
of energy seem constantly to yield to
the melancholy state until these
gestures of escape generate enough
momentum to push the music into its
rhythmically driven second half which,
in turn, melodically reconciles the
competing expressive impulses of the
work’s beginning.
In writing Dinosaur, for solo flute,
Foskett was aiming to compose
something that is somehow more than
‘just’ a flute piece – a piece that is
somehow larger than its modest
dimensions of one player and ten
minutes of playing time would suggest.
Hence the improbably right choice of
title. It was an encounter with the
music of Gérard Grisey (1946-98) that
prompted this way of thinking: ‘I
suppose the idea struck me when
listening to Vortex temporum or the
solo viola Prologue of Les espaces
acoustiques – it’s the manner in which
he transcends the ensemble (or the

solo instrument) and you don’t hear it
anymore, you just hear the music. No
idea if I achieved that, but it was a
starting point.’
The piece is in three sections, each a
wave of acceleration and
intensification, and is founded on a
harmonic language that is modally
stable – albeit one saturated with
quartertones which create new colours
from pitches ‘inside’ the mode rather
than from ‘outside’. Beginning in a
contemplative manner, with occasional
flourishes of more agitated figuration,
the music seems to inhabit a trancelike single state, the background
harmony described through almost
continuous melisma. Another recurrent
feature is the oscillating B-flat
octaves, involving a harmonic that
renders the octave sound purely
timbrally and ultimately prepares the
way for some almost-traditional flute
pyrotechnics in the last movement.
It is the B-flat forming the fluttertongued bridge to the second section
which balances the first movement’s
harmony-led trajectory with one of
continuous singing melody, ever more

impassioned and at ever faster tempi.
Collapsing, musically and expressively,
and using the lowest part of the flute
register consistently for the first time,
this shift of tessitura becomes the
pivot into the final section where
energised figuration is the driving
force. The fetishised B-flat returns,
opening the door to a more traditional
kind of flute virtuosity, but entirely on
Foskett’s own terms.
Concentrated in its means, technically
obsessed with the single line and its
shadow and harmonically rich, Cinq
Chansons à Hurle-Vent seem to be
both a culmination and a new
beginning in Foskett’s work. Setting
texts by the French writer Laure
Salama (b. 1975) with whom Foskett
is currently writing an opera, the Cinq
Chansons for soprano voice and
soprano saxophone are meditations on
the principal characters of Wuthering
Heights: Cathy and Heathcliff, the
physical environment that surrounds
them, and, in the first movement,
Emily Brontë herself.
The beautiful opening lines of text and
the simple, ravishing saxophone
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melisma encapsulate the work’s total
integration of technical means and
poetic ends. Beginning with various
French homophones for ‘Emily’ –
‘Aime et lit/ Amie lit/ Aime et lit...’ –
which are themselves composed
through a kind of alphabetical changeringing, Foskett mirrors this amalgam
of construction and expression through
his own permutating ostinati in the
voice and instrument. As with the
second movement of Dinosaur, the
song’s dramatic shape is one of tempo
acceleration, but here, the levels of
rhythmic activity in the two voices
work in opposite directions, meeting
only at the very end.
Aile brisée (Cathy) – Broken Wing
(Cathy) – locks the voice and
saxophone together throughout – every
phrase begins and ends together while
the asynchronous rhythms within the
phrases mirrors the simultaneously
objective and subjective nature of
Cathy’s thoughts. Wild and implacable,
La nature somehow conflates the idea
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of a passacaglia with a near-strophic
song and sets the Brutal amour of
Heathcliff in the next song in the
sharpest relief. The low tessitura of the
vocal writing and the entirely
independent instrumental
accompaniment (which slowly
accelerates towards a single point of
unison, as in the first song) dramatises
Heathcliff’s psychological
predicament. By rejecting any
localised word painting the vivid
imagery of the text comes across all
the more powerfully.
Un rayon de lune (Moonbeam) is a
modified reprise of the first song and
perhaps where the sense of (musical)
entrapment is at its most intense. With
voice and instrument following their
own strictly controlled journeys
through a landscape we have seen and
heard before, occasionally meeting,
but never interacting, Foskett
encapsulates the existential loneliness
that lies at the heart of all these
songs.

Cinq Chansons à Hurle-Vent Laure Salama
Emily
Aime et lit
Amie lit
Aime et lit
Aime Beauté
Si et si
Inventer
Oh et puis
Si jamais
Lire et voir
Romancer
Balançoire
Soir d’été
Peau d’albâtre
Cake et thé
Simulacre
Vie rêvée
Seule et fière
Trop osée
Libre entière
Isolée
Aime et prose
Les idées
Virtuose
Révéler
Soit et si
Ponctuer
Seule et puis
A jamais

Correspondre
Belle aimée
Seules s’effondrent
Les pensées

La vie terrestre est trahison
Malgré ma fougue et mes passions
Seul demeure le goût poison
Du temps amer de l’érosion

Peau de marbre
Eloignée
Chat et arbres
Cheminée

Ma solitude
Mon abandon
Ma servitude
Ma déraison

Brise et ciel
Plume d’air frais
Torrentiel
Gais marais

Ma solitude
Ma solitude
Celle que j’aime
Et que je haie

Aime et vide
Les visions
Aime et livre
Les passions.

Souffle la vie de ma lanterne
La foi ne viendra plus jamais
Seule dans les airs, le coeur en berne
J’erre pétrifiée des gens mauvais

Aile brisée (Cathy)
Souffle le froid sur mon visage
La pluie ne cesse de tomber
Bruitent les vents les plus volages
Mes yeux rougis sont embués
Ma solitude
Ma solitude
Celle que j’aime
Et que je hais
Mon habitude
Ma certitude
Mon bel amour
Et mon rejet

Ma solitude
Mon amertume
Mon seul amour
Ma vérité

La Nature
C’est ma nature, mon cher enfer
Tester vos vraies joies et vos nerfs
Tu déambules, je me transforme et jamais rien
en nous se perd;
Il en résulte le caractère de mes secrets, de
vos mystères.
Les noeuds heureux, les peines miennes
Ma folle sève les fait viscères.
Les eaux, la terre, ta peau fragile
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Ta défaillance, tes pauvres airs
ne peuvent rien, rien de tangible, plus
rien jamais, plus rien y faire.
Tu m’appartiens.
Tu m’indiffères.
Je joue tu perds;
Et je jubile.
C’est ma nature, fière et sévère
Ma façon toute particulière
De t’éloigner, d’y voir plus clair,
De Faire poussières de tes oeillères.
Qu’ils sont grandis ceux qui acceptent
De me confier leurs masques viles.
Je les dépouille, et s’ils protestent
Le temps s’étire et s’éparpille.
Les âmes pures, seules et sans gestes,
me laissent opérer, volubile.
Je joue tu perds;
Tu m’indiffères.
Tu m’appartiens.
Et je jubile.

Brutal amour (Heathcliff)
Sourire,
sourire de tout,
et rire parfois, et même hurler.
Mes pas sur elle, la terre se bande.
plus elle s’incline,
plus elle se tend,
plus mes yeux brillent à Hurle-Vent.
Sourire encore,
les faire mourir,
l’un après l’autre, un bain de sang;
tordre leurs os, leurs sentiments,
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moi le salaud, le fils du vent.
Sans patronyme, quelle importance?
Je règne en maître à Hurle-Vent.
Sourire en coin,
Les voir languir,
Même les aimables, percer leurs peaux;
Etre pour eux tourments bien pires,
Qu’un esclavage, qu’une traite sans eau.
L’air se déchaine, la vie me blâme,
Mais peu m’importe, à Hurle-Vent.
Sourire des yeux.
Je suis de marbre, inébranlable
Et plus encore: sans attachement.
J’avance mes pions pour mieux blesser;
Le père, le fils, et puis son frère
Leur fille enfin et le mari:
tous dans mon poing, à Hurle-Vent.
Sourire bien moins,
Si je devine: ta seule présence
Ton seul mouvement: ma folie pure,
Mon seul désir, mon souffle court
et ma torture:
Qu’on-t-il comprit de ta misère?
Qu’on-t-il senti de ta fureur?
Ce sont des chiens à Hurle-Vent.
Sourire toujours, moi, je m’incline
Devant ton lit plus rien ne cille.
Là, orphelin, les larmes baignent
Et mon visage, et tes deux seins.
Je suis une bête et je ne suis rien.
Tout m’abandonne: je peux mourir
A tes côtés, à Hurle-Vent.

Un rayon de lune
Un rayon de lune
Une fleur des champs
Une bougie brune
Un soleil couchant
Bien peu pour les autres
Ces menus bonheurs
J’avoue, je m’y vautre
Sans peur, sans rancoeur.

Un rayon de lune
Une fleur des champs
Une bougie brune
Un soleil couchant.

© Laure Salama, 2011

Je mène ma barque
Entre les coups bas.
Personne ne remarque
Je suis celle qui voit.

Je distille mes peines
Et mon affection.
Chaque tâche est sereine
Je suis un troufion.
Une joue s’empourpre
Une autre est guéri.
Je raconte mon hôte,
Ma vie se réduit.
J’ai souvent vu rouge
Mon maître est bien laid,
Mais plus rien ne bouge
Je meurs, tout se tait.

My solitude
My solitude
The one I love
The one I hate
My habit
My certainty
My entire love
And my refusal

Une pluie battante
Un feu crépitant
Une poire croquante
Un réveil chantant

Le salon rutile,
Les bûches sont rangées.
Les plats, les textiles
Tout est ouvragé.

The second poem, Broken Wing,
moves directly into the book: it
looks out from Cathy’s perspective
onto the dilemma in which she
finds herself.

Nature takes over in the third
poem, overpowering and pitiless.
This is my nature, my dearest hell
To test your true joys and your
nerves...

Cinq Chansons à Hurle-Vent
Notes to the poems
The five poems in this cycle explore
different aspects of Wuthering
Heights: Bronte herself, the characters
within, and the larger thematic idea of
nature.
The cycle opens with Emily’s authorial
monologue: the assonances between
the syllables of her name – ami/ aime
(‘friend’ / ‘loves’) and lit (‘read’ / ‘bed’)
create an ambiguous wordplay, leaving
the reader to make up his / her own
mind.

Pure souls, alone and still,
Let me in, freely
I risk, you lose;
I couldn’t care less.
I own you.
And I exult.
The fourth, Brutal Love, shows the
ferocity behind Heathcliff’s calm
façade.

Half-smile
Watch them languish...
Smile with the eyes,
I am made from marble,
unwavering...
Smile less,
If I can feel your presence alone...
Smile always, myself, I bow
Before your bed...
I am the beast and I am nothing.
All abandoned: I can die
At your side, at Wuthering
Heights.
The final poem gives the
perspective of the servant in the
shadows, who watches
everything happen.
A moonbeam
A wildflower
A brown candle
A setting sun...
I lead my life
Between the low blows.
No one notices
I am the one who sees.

Smile,
Smile about everything...
Smile even more,
And kill them all...

© 2014 Laure Salama /
Ben Foskett
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Ben Foskett
Foskett (b.1977) studied with
Edwin Roxburgh and Simon
Bainbridge at the Royal College of
Music and the Royal Academy of
Music respectively. He has been
supported by grants from the RVW
and the Leverhulme Trusts.
He has been commissioned by
amongst others, the London
Sinfonietta, the BBC Symphony
Orchestra and Psappha. Foskett
has also worked extensively in
dance with Thresh as well as the
London Children’s Ballet, and in
the theatre with Les desespérantes
idiotes. He has formed close
working relationships with clairobscur saxophone quartet and the
writer Laure Salama.
Foskett also works as an
orchestrator.
www.benfoskett.com
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About the work:
It seems out of order but it works. Mixing the
archaic with the casual and the everyday.
Why did the chicken cross the road?
A classic joke and a perfect starting point for
understanding my take on this brief.
Everybody has heard it already. When you
hear it you know you are supposed to be
entertained; but it will rarely make you laugh.

Gilad Visotksy:
Born in Israel during March 1986 and grew
up in a Kibbutz in Northern Israel Moved to
London at the age of 21 after serving in the
Israeli army for three years as a medic.
Currently studying Graphic Design at Central
Saint Martins.

Composers of contemporary classical music
should be individuals who are fully aware of
the rich history of the music. They are
putting a fresh slant on an established
medium. In other words, all the tools are
there for setting the scene, they just need to
tell a new story.
You may ask ‘Why is there a dinosaur
crossing the road?’ The answer is that the
chicken is on a day off.

NMC’s Debut Discs Series includes releases by Huw Watkins, Sam Hayden, Dai Fujikura,
Joseph Phibbs and Richard Causton and Larry Goves.
For more information visit our website at www.nmcrec.co.uk/debut-discs
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